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Making it Fun

When you make it fun, your tea time becomes a cherished childhood memory.

PICNIC TEA PARTIES
Whether it’s iced or hot, tea travels well. Your favorite brew can
accompany the family on your next outdoor adventure. It could be
at a wilderness retreat or in your own backyard.
One favorite tea memory occurred when we were cross-country
skiing. We stopped at a warming hut where another family was
sharing their thermoses of tea. We passed ours around the table and
created a buffet of tea, nuts and granola bars and enjoyed a
spontaneous afternoon tea, fun for all ages.

BEDTIME TEA
Why not plan an informal Jammied Tea. This before bedtime event requires the family to gather in their
jammies and with their blankets and pillows in hand for a light snack and flavorful tisane. You’re
already on your way to relaxation and a warm settling down of the day, but add some further atmosphere
with candles and soft music chosen by your children and the struggle bedtime sometimes brings, might
just forever disappear. Although, there’s no reason why you can’t insist upon hats – even this late in the
day. Just know that the males in your household will likely turn up with baseball and cowboy hats!
Laurie Nienhaus ! www.LaurieNienhaus.com & " www.GLily.com

BEND THE RULES
Don’t be afraid to bend rules for your children. For example, if she insists on hamburgers…why not
make miniature burgers served on a like-sized bun, to go along with other tea time treats.
Janet Young, Owner ! Over The Teacup, Camp Hill, PA " www.overtheteacup.com

ADD A CRAFT TO YOUR HOME PARTY
In my tearoom, we cater tea for children and, from my observation, 7 years and up is a perfect age. The
girls are ladylike and want to be more like Mommy. Several teas that we have done included a craft for
the guests. Tea hat making is a great idea. The girls do the craft first and then they are served tea. When
the invitations are sent out they should include the line . . . . . ‘Come in your best dress to celebrate our
first formal tea.’ This sets the mood and the girls are all excited about a grown-up tea.
Alice Baran, Owner ! The Tea & Basket Place, Wilkes-Barre, PA " www.teaandbaskets.com

FLOWERING TEA
Hand-tied tea flowers are entertaining for all ages. Real tea and flowers are
wrapped into small spheres that gradually open and bloom when steeped. Most tea
flowers can be steeped several times. Then, when the tea is no longer strong
enough to be a satisfying beverage, the flower can remain on display for at least a
week. These are becoming very commonly available from specialty tea shops.
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Making it Fun
RING THE BELL
Who gets to ring the bell? Everyone wants to ring the bell to call for the tea or to call for quiet around
the table. The honor can be bestowed as you wish. The turns can be shared with a different person
each tea time. It can also be awarded to the person who tells the best story or plans the menu.
The use of the bell should be decided in advance. Ring once to pour the tea. Ring one more
time to begin eating. You should set a limit as excessive bell ringing can become annoying.
Edwinna Lewis, Typical Tea Lover

PET TEA PARTY
I’m often told stories about family pets enjoying
tea time. One of my favorites was about a family
who hosted a large outdoor bridal shower tea
party. When it was over, they removed everything
fragile or unhealthy and spread the remaining
things on the grass. They filled the plates with dog
treats and the cups with diluted tea. Then they
invited their litter of puppies to enjoy. Imagine the
chaos and delight!
In the same way that young children give tea
parties for their dolls and stuffed animals, they
might want to host a tea time for their pets with
appropriate menus for different species. This is
usually hilarious but does require adult supervision with younger children.

LET THE YOUNGEST HAVE A GROWNUP JOB
Your family tea time is an opportunity for children to feel they are contributing
something important when they are allowed to do some of the things they see
you do. It may be pouring the teapot or serving the tray of treats to each guest.
Every child’s favorite job seems to be using the sugar tongs and asking,
“One lump or two?”

PLANNING A TEA PARTY
When planning a tea party encourage children to participate in all phases of the party from the actual
planning, to sending out invitations, to assisting with the preparation of food. This involvement not only
allows the child to take ownership of her party, but it also teaches the art of hospitality. In all aspects of
the party, allow the child’s personality to shine through.
Janet Young, Owner ! Over The Teacup, Camp Hill, PA " www.overtheteacup.com

www.familyteatimes.com
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Making it Fun

When you make it fun, your tea time becomes a cherished childhood memory.

ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILDREN TO INVITE A FRIEND
Afternoon tea time is one way you can get to know your child’s friends. It is also a way these other
children and their parents come to know and trust you. Invite the other parents to come a bit early to
drop off or pick up for a play date and join you for tea. Imagine how much you will enjoy and benefit
from the relationships that stand the test of time. These bonds may become even more valuable to
support you through the teen years.

CHINESE-STYLE TEA TRAY
If you have one of those Chinese trays that allows the water to drip through to the
pan, it makes it very easy for young tea makers. We keep our tray set up all the
time with Chinese style cups and little pots on our coffee table. It’s easily accessible
and we often make tea in the afternoons after school. I say “we”, but really I mean
“Jacob.” Since he learned how to make tea, I really don’t make it anymore for
him. He makes it for me.
Amy Lawrence ! An Afternoon To Remember
www.afternoontoremember.com

SILLY DRESS-UP
Having a dress-up box filled with hats, vests, boas, jewelry and other outrageous bits of
costume can brighten up a gloomy day in a few minutes. Thrift stores are excellent ways
to assemble a collection on a tight budget. Be sure to check in the section for prom
dresses and bridal gowns.
My favorite dress-up story was the time we all went to thrift stores and bought
old bridal gowns in honor of my favorite aunt’s wedding. Even Daddy. For the
morning of the wedding, we invited the whole family to a breakfast tea. But we
surprised Auntie Jen with our own wedding dresses. We were all brides at
breakfast. She was the only one in jeans. It was hilarious. Now the children
love to use the dresses for their playtime. Once or twice the mommies have
snuck the dresses out for our own tea playtime.
Allison Kline, Tea Loving Mother of Kim and Sam

SEWING PROJECTS LIKE COZIES, APRONS, PLACEMATS
Sewing is a craft that seemed to be nearly lost, but is now enjoying renewed popularity. It was once
considered an essential homemaking skill. Many of the tea-related items are perfect learning projects for
first timers. Specialty tea companies like Marmalady’s offer patterns for different styles of cozies, tea
themed placemats, vintage aprons and simple hats.
Marmalady’s ! www.marmaladys.com
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MAKE YOUR OWN CUPS AND SAUCERS OR TEAPOTS

From Emma Lea’s First Tea Party — Babette Donaldson, Author of The Emma Lea Books

Take a ceramic class to make your own teacups and teapots. The pieces you make yourself are likely to
become great conversation pieces. The things your children make will become priceless treasures.

VISIT A LOCAL TEA ROOM
Family tea time may also be a memorable afternoon in your hometown tearoom or
a formal tea at one of the famous, historic tearooms. It can be a simple cream tea
with only tea and scones or a splurge on a multi-course afternoon tea served on
elegant tiered trays. There are more than two thousand tea retailers across the
US. Some tearooms make you feel as if you’re walking into a mansion. Others are
as cozy as visiting your grandmother’s house. Most tearooms host special events
for the holidays, annual events for which you may want to make advance reservations.

SUGAR CUBES
Sugar cubes are almost magical. Most of us want to limit the amount of sugar we allow our children.
Sugar cubes are one way to limit the amount of sugar and are less messy than a sugar bowl.

MOLDED SUGARS
Molded Sugar Cubes are even more magical. They come in a variety of decorative shapes and seasonal
colors. Tearoom gift stores frequently carry decorative sugars such as Sugars By Sharon. These little
delicacies become part of your décor.

SUGAR ALTERNATIVES
One of the best things about flavored tea is that it may satisfy a
craving for sweets without additives. Since many of us have the
goal to reduce or completely eliminate sugar, it’s nice to know
that options like honey and agave nectar are readily available.
Check out the fun serving devices for these liquid sweeteners.
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Making it Healthy

The 5000-year history of tea began with the discovery of its health benefits.

TEA IS A HEALTHY CHOICE
The legendary discovery of tea is most often credited to the Chinese ruler, Shen
Nong, (2737 BC) renown for his study of medicinal herbs. But there is no history
of tea being enjoyed as a beverage until 700 AD, ultimately becoming the world’s
second most consumed beverage (second to water!). This has not diminished our
appreciation for camellia sinensis’ medicinal qualities. Highly respected research
programs around the world are now proving the medicinal value of tea and specific
medical benefits – confirming what has been part of tea lore for 5000 years.
Common sense would tell us two things: (1) the best quality and freshest product is
probably the most healthful and (2) even a lower quality tea is a healthier choice for
our children than most sodas. I believe that replacing highly sweetened, artificially
flavored drinks with either regular or herbal teas is a better choice for our families.

SICK-A-BED TEA TRAY
My mother always fixed a tea tray when we were sick. There was a special tea set with a small teapot,
creamer, sugar bowl and matching teacup. She would add a cloth placemat and napkin. It seemed so
elegant and grown up. I’d feel better instantly. Then she would read out loud. I imagined that her tea
had magical healing qualities. More likely, having her undivided attention was the best medicine. She
gave me the little teapot and an assortment of our favorite teas when I went away to college. At the hint
of a sore throat or headache, I boil the water. That habit got me through grad school.
Tony Weedon, A Life-long Tea Guy

MATCHA – GREEN TEA POWDER
Matcha has a high nutritional value. One reason is that the freshly picked leaf is
dried almost immediately and then ground into a fine powder. We consume the
entire leaf rather than just the brew. Not all the health benefits of tea are released
when the leaf is brewed and then discarded. Matcha makes much more of the
nutritional quality of tea available to us. On the ORAC scale, measuring
antioxident value, one gram of Matcha provides more than 1000 antioxident units.
Gojiberry compares at about 250. Blueberries weigh in at about 100. There are
many different grades of matcha, from an expensive ceremonial grade down to a
less expensive cooking grade.

RELAXATION: A FAMILY TRADITION
Tea time represents relaxation and peacefulness, no matter what you serve in the teapot. Stress is a
contributor to many illnesses of all ages. Tea time can be your designated calm time and help reduce the
stress in your family’s life.
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TEA HELPS FIND FOCUS
I started using “Tea Time” with my 5 grade students one year when the class was almost unmanageable.
Nothing else I tried could keep the group’s attention for more than a few minutes. Reading aloud was
impossible. So, I turned it into tea time. The children, boys and girls, all loved it. It was very weak,
lukewarm tea and simple graham crackers, but it was special. Being selected to pour the teapot was an
honor. In a few weeks, the class was able to sit quietly and become absorbed in the story, listening
attentively for up to a half hour.
th

Ellie Jones, Elementary School Teacher

TEA TIME FOOD CAN BE HEALTHY AND FUN
We often associate tea time with sugary sweets and rich baked goods. But this isn’t a
rule. In fact, many healthy foods like fresh fruit and light baked goods make excellent
tea time fare.

100% ORGANIC
Many tea companies offer organic teas. Some also offer products that are 100%
organic or that come from a single plantation where the growing conditions are known
to meet very high standards, even if they have not yet acquired organic certification.
Your tea purveyor can help guide you to the quality products you want for your
family. Companies like Davidson’s Teas have dedicated their products to being 100% organic.
Davidson’s Teas ! www.davidsonstea.com

EXPLORE HERBAL WISDOM AT TEA TIME
An herbalist friend once reminded me that tea is also an herb. She laughs when I make the distinction
between camellia sinensis (tea) leaves and tisanes that contain no tea. It can be confusing.
Respected herbalist, Kathy Keville, is the author of many books on the use of herbs. One of her herbal
tea recipes for relaxation is:
1 teaspoon each:
Chamomile Flowers
Lemon Balm Leaf
Peppermint Leaf
Pour 3 cups of boiling water over the herbs. Let this steep for 5 minutes. Strain and enjoy.
This is delicious both hot and iced.

FAMILY TEA TIME – FAMILY TALK TIME
Perhaps the greatest health benefit to family tea time is that we take time to
sincerely talk with and deeply listen to each other. Tea time can be reserved for the
joys and delights we want to share. Not the problems. Talk about positive things
that happened that day. A good score on a test. A seasonal flower blooming in the
garden. Funny situations with friends. So much can be enjoyed over a teacup!
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Making it Affordable

Memorable family tea time can be created on any budget.

EMBELLISH SIMPLE FOODS
Tea time is a good time to play with your
food. Cut plain sandwiches into shapes.
Simple cupcakes can be decorated in fun
ways. Adorn plain crackers with cheese cut
outs. Cookie-cutter shortbread is always
a hit. Pudding layered in fancy parfait
glasses with gelatin and fruit will delight.
From Emma Lea’s Tea With Daddy — Babette Donaldson,
Author of The Emma Lea Books

CREATE YOUR OWN FLAVORED TEAS
There are many ways to make flavored teas. Some of your blends may become excellent gifts. Here are
a few suggestions to get you started.
Dried fruit can be steeped in boiling water for 5 minutes to make a flavorful and
healthful drink. You can also combine dried fruit with tea or other herbs for your
unique blends. The re-hydrated fruit can be mixed into yogurt or oatmeal.
Fresh fruit can also be added directly into your cup. Like a traditional slice of
lemon, a slice of apple will also add flavor. Try a whole strawberry, chunk of
honeydew melon or a piece of pineapple.
Some edible flowers brew delicious teas. Chamomile
and rose buds are commonly added. But there are many
more and the herbal lore is interesting. Consult an herbal
tea book to know which are safe and which you should
use cautiously.
Spices from your own kitchen cupboard are great fun.
Cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves add a natural
sweetness without sugar. Try a drop of vanilla
extract or lemon oil. Some of the savory spices
like rosemary and bay leaf are also interesting
when infused with tea.
Scented teas can be homemade by sealing the tea in
a container with aromatic spices, like a cinnamon stick or
whole cloves. In this way, you can use a very inexpensive base tea
and embellish it to make it more interesting and fun. This works with
teabags and loose-leaf tea.

FLOWERS ON THE TABLE
Fresh flowers are always a perfect table decoration. These can be small wildflowers or a simple
arrangement of greens. One time I was invited to tea at a friend’s house. Her three-yearold son had created the floral centerpiece. Grass. His father had just mowed and he
loved the smell. So he filled a bowl and brought it in for tea.
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SHOP AT GARAGE SALES AND THRIFT STORES
FOR TEAPOTS AND TEACUPS
There are amazing values to be found in recycled teaware. You can build a
collection for pennies on the dollar and have the freedom from worry about
breaking family heirlooms.

TEA-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB — ONLINE
Several tea companies have subscription programs. Mighty Leaf offers both loose leaf tea and tea
pouches (teabags) in three and six-month programs. Tea-of-the-month clubs feature their most popular
teas with a significant discount and may even follow-up with frequent buyer discount program.
Mighty Leaf ! www.mightyleaf.com

TEA-OF-THE-MONTH AT YOUR LOCAL TEA STORE
Tea-of-the-month programs in local tearooms help you widen your tea tastes by giving a discount on
their selected tea. You may be offered samples to taste before buying. Some shops send you home with
a small packet to prepare for your family.

MAMA’S MAGIC TEABAG
I’m almost embarrassed to tell this story – but
maybe there are some people who could use it
today. Back when we were dirt poor and my kids
were the only ones in school who never had
anything special, I invented the story about the
magic teabag that could brew endless cups of tea,
and every cup would be different. I started allowing
the children to use my special teacups and teapot
and my “magic” teabag. I always added a pinch of
something to the teapot to make it special.
Sometimes it was a bit of vanilla extract. It could
also be a twig of wild rosemary or a bit of orange
peel. It was a little bit like the story of Stone Soup.
They never seemed to notice that their afternoon snacks were only flavored water and saltine crackers.
But when I let them use the good china, everything seemed to taste better. I probably shouldn’t have
tricked them, but it did get us over the hard times. Now we laugh about it.
Mama Rose Eddy, Tea Granny from Sedona

www.familyteatimes.com
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There are no rules to family tea time. Make it to fit snugly into your daily schedule.

SIMPLE EVERYDAY FOOD
Family tea time isn’t about the food. It’s about sitting down to relax together, not
make the day more complex. Most families can put together a pleasant menu
straight out of the cupboard or refrigerator. It can be just tea and toast with jam,
tea with cheese and crackers or tea with fresh fruit and cookies.

TEABAGS VS. LOOSE-LEAF TEA
The number of different ways to prepare and serve tea is almost unlimited. New
styles of teabags and infusion devices are introduced every year. There are new
kinds of teapots and new on-the-go infusion cups. And yet, there is nothing
simpler than floating a few leaves in a teacup, the legendary way tea was discovered
5000 years ago. Observing the whole leaf unfold and return to its original state as
it steeps is one of the more interesting aspects of preparing tea.
Teabags are convenient and continue to be one of the most popular ways to enjoy tea. But until recently,
the quality of the tea processed into bags was sacrificed. New types of teabags and new processing
techniques now make a higher quality of bagged tea available in larger, silken sachets.

BAKE AHEAD
If your family likes the tradition of hot scones but baking them fresh daily doesn’t fit your schedule, you
can make a large batch ahead and freeze them. I cook them until they’re a bit under-done so that
reheating completes the baking time. Weekend mornings are our favorite baking days. We have more
time to enjoy the goodies right out of the oven. What we don’t devour immediately, I wrap in separate
foil pouches with enough for one per person. Then I freeze them. When we need them, I put a packet
into the oven for about 20 minutes. My family prefers plain scones to flavored ones. That’s because we
each like to top them with a different kind of jam. Our family tea time is very informal, Sunday morning,
sharing the comics and the crosswords.
Gracie Dearing, Devoted Cream Tea Mom

SIMPLE TABLE SETTING
Family tea time is supposed to be warm and cozy.
It should be easy to prepare and quick to clean up.
It’s not necessary to be formal with a table setting.
What works for you?

SMALL TEAPOTS
Teapots come in all shapes and sizes. A large
ceramic teapot may be heavy and difficult to pour.
Consider using several smaller teapots that can be
handled easily.
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SERVING HOT TEA AT THE TABLE
When you serve a full teapot at the table, remove the tea leaves from the pot so the tea doesn’t become
too strong or bitter. If you’re using teabags, it’s simple to take them out. An infuser basket pulls out
easily. If you brew your leaves directly in the pot, you may want to use a two-pot method, brewing the
tea in one and decanting it into another one to serve. Set your tea leaves or teabags aside to save them
for additional infusions. The second infusion may need to be steeped longer to release the flavor. It may
not be as strong as the first infusion, but it can still be very satisfying.

FRESH MINT TEA
Teas can be made from many different fresh herbs. Mint is probably the easiest
plant to grow. In fact, once established, it tends to take over your flowerbed. But
it can also thrive in a flowerpot. Preparing a fresh mint tea is as simple as plucking
a few sprigs, washing them thoroughly and steeping them for a short time with
hot water. The water does not need to boil completely. The natural sweetness of
the mint is released quickly. Experiment with the quantity of mint you add to
your teapot or teacup and how long you allow it to brew. Not too long, just two to
three minutes.
Casey Garcia, Only-Herbal Tea Drinker

EVERYONE HAS A JOB
Tea time is more fun if everyone takes part. It’s a perfect time to encourage young
children to share the small tasks. It might be counting the cookies on the plate, one
or two per person. It could be placing the napkins at each place. One of the favorite
jobs for little ones is selecting a different teacup for each member of the family.

INVEST IN AN ELECTRIC KETTLE
My favorite is by Adagio Tea, called the UtiliTEA Kettle. Not only is
it easy for you, it’s easy for kids to use without getting burned. They can add the water, heat
the water and pour the water pretty easily all by themselves. I also think it’s important to let
them have access to the tea, electric kettle and the teapots. By having it all available, my son,
who is 9, can make tea anytime he wants-and he does. He even makes it for his friends when
they come over. He’s so proud he can do it independently.
Amy Lawrence ! An Afternoon To Remember " www.afternoontoremember.com

RELAX AND KEEP THE POT WARM
Tea cozies come in a many different shapes and sizes. They work well to keep your tea warm at the table
while you chat. No more hopping up and down to fetch more tea.
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There are no rules to family tea time. Make it to fit snugly into your daily schedule.

ASK AN EXPERT
Many different tea purveyors offer recipes and how-to tips. Your local tearoom
owner has probably invested a great deal of time studying tea and educating the
staff to answer your questions. Get to know them. Don’t be afraid to ask questions.
The owner of one internet tea business will respond to your email questions.
Beth Johnston, owner of Teas Etc. will reply to email questions through their site,
www.teasetc.com. Click on Ask Beth.

INFUSION CUPS
There are many new tea-brewing devices that make it easier to enjoy loose-leaf
tea. One of the most convenient is a cup or mug with a fitted infuser. The infusers
may be a wire mesh screen, a stainless steel basket, a ceramic insert or even one of
flexible plastic. Tea Spot produces one of my favorites. It is a three-piece set, mug, ceramic infuser and
lid. When the lid is removed and set upside down on the table, the infuser can be placed into it to catch
the drips. The tea leaves rinse out easily.

TEA CONCENTRATE
There are several recipes for making a concentrated brew to help with serving a crowd. Adjust to your
own taste.
Tea Concentrate with Loose Leaf Black Tea
Bring 1 ½ quarts cold water to a rapid boil. Remove the water from the heat and add ¼ pound black
loose-leaf tea. Stir the leaves to disperse them. Cover for 5 minutes. Strain and store until time to serve.
Add 3 tablespoons of the concentrate to each cup and fill with hot water. Makes approximately 40 cups.
Tea Concentrate with tea bags
Use 16 teabags and 4 cups boiling water. Steep for 3 minutes. Remove the teabags. Cover the concentrate
and set aside until needed. Serve by adding 3 tablespoons of concentrate to the teacup and fill with hot
water. Makes approximately 30 cups.

INSTANT TEA PACKETS
A recent innovation in easy-to-serve tea is an individual serving packet of powdered tea. The tea
dissolves in water like an instant tea, but the quality is much higher. Tea powder dissolves easily in a
water bottle or in a cup of hot water. You can carry the foil packets with you in a purse or backpack and
have instant tea with a very satisfying flavor. Rishi Tea Company packages three flavors in the individual
serving packets: Genmai, Sencha and Oolong.

Note: We are not being paid to endorse the products listed above nor did we receive free samples.

www.familyteatimes.com
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REAL TEA
The taking of tea can be many different things to many different people. Some
revel in ceremony, others think that one has to wear a hat to do the whole thing
properly. I would submit, however, that tea is for the masses; anytime, anywhere,
no matter what the attire or procedure. Let us strive, therefore, to take tea simply
and honestly, steeping ourselves in reality, but pouring out grace.
The Service of Tea
When serving tea,
Do it gracefully.
No, not by moving just so,
Or with savoir faire,
But by serving those
Who are less favoured,
Who are under served
And who need a bit more care.
Earlene Grey ! Author, Heart To Heart " www.earlenegrey.com

PASS ON FAVORITE FAMILY RECIPES
Now that I’m a grandmother, the best surprises have been hearing what my children remember most
about their early years. Recently my son asked me to reprise our family tea party. He requested his
favorite menu and showed up early with his children for the baking. He told them that this was how he
learned to cook. He said it helped him learn how to be a good daddy. I never knew that it mattered so
much to him. Sometimes we don’t really know what’s important until later.
Victoria Kline, A Total-Tea’er

MAKE TEA TIME YOUR READING ALOUD TIME
Reading aloud with our children everyday is one of the most important and memorable activities we can
share. These days, with the seduction of electronic entertainment, it is more important than ever.
Combining reading with your tea time – or vice versa – is wonderful partnership.

MANNERS HAVE NEW MEANING AT TEA TIME
There’s a difference between proper tea etiquette and basic good manners.
Etiquette teaches a tradition of serving British-style serve tea. Good manners
teach how we should behave on all occasions. Manners are treating each
other with courtesy and respect.
When we create special time with our children and share the best, most
relaxed and most joyful parts of ourselves, our children respond with the
same qualities. Family tea time is an opportunity for us to show our children
that they are important enough to turn off phones and television and give our
full attention to them. Aren’t good manners built on this kind of respect?
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It seems that almost everyone has a memory of a special tea time. What’s yours?

FAMILY PHOTO TIME
Our children love to look through the old family albums. We try to have a weekend tea time when we
spread the books out on the table and recall the stories of all the grandparents. Recently we’ve started
using this time to put new pictures into the books. We’ve been careless, leaving all the pictures stored
on the computer. Now the children want to print them out. They especially like adding captions.
My daughter says that she wants to tell her own stories to the children who haven’t been born yet.
Melanie Bracken, A Tea Mommy

ADOPT A GRANNY
Our tea tradition started when my mother was staying with us to recuperate from
surgery. The children would sit with her every afternoon, joining her for tea. After
she left, we continued. My best tip is to invite someone to share an afternoon tea
with you whenever possible. We’ve started seeking out some of the older people
in our neighborhood and in our church to come for tea. It’s amazing to hear their
stories. And, to quote my own mother, “You can never have too many grannies.”
Anna Douglas, Owner ! Share My Cup, Private Tea Party Catering

FAMILY HISTORY, AN ORAL TRADITION
“When cups clinked in the kitchen and the water rolled to a boil, everyone in my family
knew it was tea time. I set the table. My parents took care of the tea leaves. But for as
long as he’d lived with us (and that was as long as I could remember), it was Chachaji,
my father’s old uncle, who was in charge of tea time.”
Uma Krishnaswami, Author, Chachaiji’s Cup
This excerpt from Chachaji’s Cup by Uma Krishnaswami tells a story about a young boy’s uncle who
treasured the teacup he brought from India and how tea time became their time for tales of adventure
and ancient family memories. Many homes today preserve the memory of ancestors by saving their
teapots and teacups. Ceramic teaware can easily survive hundreds of years of regular use.

EXPLORE THE WORLD IN YOUR TEACUP
We started having tea when our daughter was in the 6th grade.
She chose to do a report on China. For the oral presentation, she
had to demonstrate something about the culture. She decided to
perform a Chinese tea ceremony. It’s called, Gong Fu. She
practiced on us. I guess you could say that the tea habit stuck on
us, but not just with Chinese teas. We love to explore teas from
other countries and new ways of serving them.
Eric Dodds, A Tea Daddy
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CELEBRATE THE SMALLER HOLIDAYS
Anything for a tea party! Tea time can be a way to celebrate almost everything.
Events like the seasonal equinoxes and solstices may pass by unnoticed.
Celebrate Spring! Think of how many things you can “bring to the table” to
make it special. Beatrix Potter’s birthday. The invention of sliced bread. Invent
your own.
January is Hot Tea Month. You can celebrate by trying a new tea every day.
Make a new recipe with tea as an ingredient. Find some tea crafts, tea songs
and games. The bleak month of January can become warm and cozy. Your
children will certainly remember your humor, spontaneity and creativity.

VISIT FAR-AWAY FRIENDS WITH A VIRTUAL TEA TIME
We’re a military family with friends all over the world. We heard about “virtual” tea party fundraisers,
so we started making our own tea party cards with tea bags and a recipe to share with far-away friends.
We set a date and time to make our party food and tea. Then we phone and catch up on all the latest
news. We know that we’re having the same tea and food. That makes it seem like more than just a group
phone call on a speaker phone. My children needed ways to stay connected with friends because we
moved so much.
Nannia Davis, Tea Traveler

EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE THEIR OWN TEACUP
A teacup can become a personal item. It might be a souvenir from a birthday
celebration at a tearoom or a gift from a grandparent. You may have an every day
teacup and another one for special occasions. As you develop a collection, the
selection of the teacup for each person at your tea table quickly becomes a
pleasurable part of the ritual.

START A TEACUP COLLECTION
I inherited my grandmother’s teacup collection. Each one
tells a story from her travels to tearooms around the world. There are also teacups
that belonged to the ancestors. My children have come to know their greatgrandparents through the stories of their hi-jinks while sipping from their favorite
cups. Don’t wait. Start your collection today. Do it for your great-grandchildren
to come. Our cups are well worn — chipped, cracked and glued back together.
Don’t leave them locked away in the china cabinet. Let them become part of your
family history.
Ella McDowell, Secretary who makes the office tea
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Making it Memorable

It seems that almost everyone has a memory of a special tea time. What’s yours?

TELL YOUR CHILDHOOD STORIES
“What shall we do at our tea party?” Daddy asked. “Do we sing and read poems like you
do at Grammy’s?”
“We can just talk. I will tell you about what’s happening at school. You can tell me about
your work or what you did when you were a little boy. You know. Things that matter.”
I created the Emma Lea Books to celebrate Family Tea Time and to encourage parents to create special
moments with their children. There are many ways to share meaningful, quality time. But tea works!

From: Emma Lea’s Tea With Daddy

Babette Donaldson, Author of The Emma Lea books

THE MEANING OF TEA
The story of Tea has also found its way to the video. One independent production is The Meaning of
Tea, by Tea Dragon Films. Producers Scott Chamberlin Hoyt and Phil Cousineau traveled to tea
countries around the world, interviewing families and recording their stories about what tea means in
their lives. Drinking the beverage will come to mean much more to your family when you understand
where and how tea is grown and by whom. There is now a companion book of the same title.
The Meaning of Tea ! www.themeaningoftea.com
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More Books by Babette Donaldson

More About Sip For Peace
at
www.TeaSippersSociety.com

